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BlueScan Add Products 
The BlueScan software can be configured with individual buttons to represent different products for 

your application. Each product is given a name and unique product code and consists of a model and 

standardization file (if needed), display settings, output settings, and scan settings. To get started setting 

up your products follow the steps below. 

1.Launch BlueScan 

 

2. Open the Options Menu 
There is no password by default so please click “continue” to proceed into the options. 
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3. Choose Spectra File 
By default all spectra is stored into a single file. Click the arrow to the left of the “Spectra File Options” 

to show the available options for this section. Choose the file type and file name as shown below. Note: 

The “Browse” button must be used to change the file name. 

 

4. Add a Product 
To add a new product, open the “Product File Options” menu by clicking on the small arrow next to the 

name. Next, right click on the text “(spectra only)” then choose “Model +” to set up a new product with 

a model. This will open up the “Add a New Model” dialog. 
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5. Choose a Product Name, Product Code, and Model File 
Three things are necessary to create a product, the product name, a unique product code, and a model 

file. These are entered in the fields below. When choosing the model file, make sure that the file type 

box is selected to the appropriate model type. In this case “All files” is selected and a “.EQA” files was 

chosen as a mode. 

 

Note: Many model types contain a serial number within the file to reference the instrument that 

collected the original data. The BlueScan software checks this serial number against the serial number of 

the instrument and displays the following warnings if the serial numbers do not match: 

   

In most cases these warnings can be safely ignored. 
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6. Choose the Standardization File 
While not required, a standardization file is often used to improve calibration transfer between different 

instruments. This is especially useful when transferring calibrations from other manufacturers.  

Note: The standardization file will usually have a serial number indicating the master instrument and the 

target instrument. BlueScan performs a check on the serial numbers to ensure that the master and 

target serial numbers all match. Again, this warning can usually be ignored. 

   

7. Perform Bias Adjustments 
While it is typically recommended to incorporate bias adjustments as part of a routine calibration 

update, the BlueScan software gives the ability to apply a bias to each constituent individually in the 

“Bias adjustments” tab. 

8. Adjust Displayed Constituents 
The “Constituent names” tab allow user to select which constituents are displayed to the operator when 

running samples. The display name of the constituents can also be adjusted here. 
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9. Choose the Scan Settings 
Several different samplers and sample cups are available within the Phoenix product line. When using an 

instrument that allows different cup types, the “Scan settings” tab will be visible allowing selection of 

the appropriate cup type. The number of reference scans and samples scans can also be selected here. 

The defaults for the large cup shown below will scan the entire area of the large cup starting from the 

middle and scanning outward in concentric circles. 

 

The Phoenix 5000 SL only accepts the standard 2” ring cups and as such the “Scan Settings” tab is not 

visible in the “Add a New Model” dialog. The number of scans must be changed in the “Data Collection 

Options” and applies globally to all products. The defaults are shown below, with 12 scans covering one 

full rotation of the 2” ring cup. 

 

 


